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256 Qiang Wu et al.1. IntrodutionLearning theory started with the lassial work on statistial learning theory andsupport vetor mahines [75℄. It studies learning of funtion relations from samplesand provides powerful learning algorithms for the purpose of regression, lassi�-ation, feature seletion, and many other appliations [2℄[26℄[76℄. These learningalgorithms are mostly redued to well studied onvex optimization proedures andare very e�etive for pratial problems of large sample size and huge dimensions[31℄[51℄[59℄. One example is support vetor mahine algorithms whih are imple-mented by onvex quadrati programming optimizations and an handle large sizesamples [75℄[20℄. Compared with the vast appliations of learning algorithms due tofast developed omputing tools, the theoretial analysis of mahine learning proe-dures is still in its starting stage. The purpose of this paper is to give a brief surveyon reent developments of learning theory inluding regression and lassi�ation,from an approximation theory point of view.2. Empirial Risk Minimization for RegressionThe main idea of the lassial statistial learning theory is Empirial Risk Mini-mization (ERM). We shall desribe this method for regression [62℄[31℄[21℄.The goal of the regression problem is to �nd a desired funtion f� : X ! Y orits approximation from samples. Here X is a omplete metri spae (e.g. a subsetof Rn ) and Y = R. The sample set z = fzigmi=1 = f(xi; yi)gmi=1 is produed by thedesired (unknown) funtion f�. To allow noise, we would not expet the samplefuntion value yi to be exatly f�(xi), but its approximation yi � f�(xi). Themost adopted model in learning theory is to assume that the samples are drawnaording to a probability distribution � on the produt spae Z := X � Y , andthat the desired funtion f� is its regression funtion f�. If we denote �X as themarginal distribution of � on X and �(�jx) its onditional distribution at x 2 X ,then the regression funtion is de�ned asf�(x) = ZY yd�(yjx); x 2 X:That is, for a �xed point x 2 X , the onditional probability distribution �(�jx) onY = R reets the noise while its mean is exatly the value of the desired funtionat x: f�(x) = f�(x).To learn the funtion f�, we draw the set z = f(xi; yi)gmi=1 of m random samplesaording to �. Various learning algorithms an be applied to the samples andprodue approximations of the regression funtion. ERM forms a rih family oflearning algorithms.The idea of ERM learning algorithms is to minimize empirial errors with re-spet to a loss funtion  . The loss funtion measures how the sample value yapproximates the funtion value f(x) by evaluating  (y � f(x)).



Learning Theory: from Regression to Classi�ation 257De�nition 1. We say that  : R ! R+ is a regressing loss funtion if it iseven, onvex, and ontinuous with  (0) = 0.For (x; y) 2 Z, the value  (y � f(x)) is the loal error su�ered from the use off as a model for the proess produing y at x. The ondition  (0) = 0 ensuresa zero error when y = f(x). Examples of loss funtions for regression inlude theleast-square loss and Vapnik's �-insensitive norm.Example 2. The least-square loss orresponds to the loss funtion  (t) = t2. For� > 0, the �-insensitive norm is the loss funtion de�ned by (t) =  �(t) =8<: jtj � �; if jtj > �;0; otherwise:The error (generalization error) assoiated with the loss funtion  is de�nedby E(f) = ZZ  (y � f(x))d�: (1)2.1. Example: Regression with the least-square lossTo show the basi idea of ERM, onsider the least-square method. Here the erroror risk E(f) for a funtion f : X ! Y takes the formE(f) = ZZ  (y � f(x))d� = ZZ(y � f(x))2d�: (2)Separating � into the marginal distribution and onditional distributions, we seefrom RY fy � f�(x)gd�(yjx) = 0 thatE(f) = ZX�ZY (y � f�(x))2d�(yjx) + (f�(x)� f(x))2�d�X (x):= E(f�) + ZX(f(x)� f�(x))2d�X(x) � E(f�):If we denote the weighted L2 norm as kfkL2�X = (RX jf(x)j2d�X )1=2, thenE(f)� E(f�) = kf � f�k2L2�X � 0: (3)It means that the regression funtion f� minimizes the error.Sine the samples are drawn aording to �, the law of large numbers tells usthat for a �xed funtion f : X ! Y , the random variable �(z) = (y � f(x))2 on(Z; �) satis�es 1mPmi=1 �(zi)! E(�) in probability. But E(�) = RZ �(z)d� is exatlyE(f), the error of f , while 1mPmi=1 �(zi) = 1mPmi=1(yi � f(xi))2. We denote thisas Ez(f) = 1mPmi=1(yi � f(xi))2 and all it the empirial error of f at z. SineEz(f) ! E(f), we expet that a minimizer of the empirial error Ez(f) is a good



258 Qiang Wu et al.approximation of the minimizer f� of the error E(f). This is the idea of ERM. Ifone allows the minimizer to be taken over the set of all measurable funtions, hean hoose a funtion with f(xi) = yi making Ez(f) = 0, leading to an over�tting.To avoid this, we hoose a set H of funtions on X and take the minimization ofthe empirial error only over H to get a minimizerfz := argminf2HEz(f) = argminf2H 1m mXi=1(yi � f(xi))2: (4)It turns out that fz is a good approximation of f� when H is suitably hosen.2.2. ERM regression with a general loss funtionNow we an de�ne the ERM learning algorithm for the regression problem assoi-ated with a general regressing loss funtion  .De�nition 3. Let H be a set of uniformly bounded measurable funtions on Xand  : R ! R+ be a regressing loss funtion. The empirial target funtion fzassoiated with the sample z = f(xi; yi)gmi=1 2 Zm is de�ned asfz := argminf2H 1m mXi=1  (yi � f(xi)): (5)We all H the hypothesis spae for the regression problem.If we de�ne the empirial error or risk assoiated with the loss funtion  asEz(f) = 1m mXi=1  (yi � f(xi));then fz = argminf2H Ez(f).The theory of ERM studies how fz approximates (with respet to the error) thetarget funtion de�ned asfH := argminf2H E(f) = argminf2H ZZ  (y � f(x))d�: (6)To desribe this approximation, we deompose the sample errorE(fz)� E(fH) = E(fz)� Ez(fz) + Ez(fz)� Ez(fH) + Ez(fH)� E(fH):Sine fz minimizes the empirial error over H, there holds Ez(fz) � Ez(fH) � 0.Therefore, we have an ERM error deomposition:E(fz)� E(fH) � fE(fz)� Ez(fz)g+ fEz(fH)� E(fH)g : (7)Set a random variable �(z) =  (y� fH(x)) on (Z; �) orresponding to the targetfuntion fH, we �nd that in probability Ez(fH)�E(fH) = 1mPmi=1 �(zi)�E(�)! 0(as m ! 1). Thus, the seond term in (7) onverges to zero and its onvergenerate an be estimated by some well-known probability inequalities suh as Bernsteinand Hoe�ding inequalities.



Learning Theory: from Regression to Classi�ation 259Lemma 4. Let � be a random variable on a probability spae Z with mean � andvariane �2 satisfying j� � �j �M almost surely. Then for every � > 0, we have[Bernstein℄ Probz2Zm� 1m mXi=1 �(zi)� � > ��� exp�� m�22(�2 + 13M�)� ;[Hoe�ding℄ Probz2Zm����� 1m mXi=1 �(zi)� ����� > ��� 2 exp�� m�22M2� :The Bernstein inequality in the above form is alled a one-side inequality.The �rst term in (7) is more involved. If one writes E(fz)�Ez(fz) as RZ �(z)d��1mPmi=1 �(zi) with �(z) =  (y � fz(x)), then � is not a single random variable,it depends on the sample z. Thus usual law of large numbers does not guaranteethe onvergene of the �rst term of (7) to zero. The main part of the lassialstatistial learning theory deals with this error term. It is alled the theory ofuniform onvergene, playing the role of some uniform law of large numbers. Tosee this, we onsider the quantitysupf2H jEz(f)� E(f)j (8)whih bounds the �rst term of (7), hene estimates the error E(fz) � E(fH). Thetheory of uniform onvergene studies the onvergene of this quantity to zero.2.3. Sample error bounds using overing numbersTo get onvergene rates for the ERM sheme, quantitative behaviors of apaity ofthe hypothesis spae H are needed. There is a rih literature onerning the erroranalysis (7) by means of the apaity of the hypothesis spae H. In partiular, whenH is a ompat subset of C(X), the error an be estimated by overing numbers[39℄[21℄[9℄[58℄.De�nition 5. For a subset F of a metri spae and � > 0, the overing numberN (F ; �) is de�ned to be the minimal integer ` 2 N suh that there exist ` diskswith radius � overing F . For a set H of ontinuous funtions on X , we denoteN (H; �) the overing number of H, as a subset of C(X).For the estimates of overing numbers, see [89℄[90℄.The following result for the least-square loss was provided in [21℄.Proposition 6. Let  (t) = t2 and H be a ompat subset of C(X). Assume that,for all f 2 H, jf(x)� yj �M almost everywhere. Let �2 = supf2H �2((y� f(x))2)where �2((y� f(x))2) is the variane of the random variable �(z) = (y� f(x))2 on(Z; �). Then for all � > 0,



260 Qiang Wu et al.Probz2Zm fE(fz)� E(fH) � �g � 1�N (H; �16M )2 exp�� m�28(4�2 + 13M2�)� :To show the idea, we give a similar result with a general loss funtion. We saythat  is Lipshitz s (0 < s � 1) on [�M;M ℄ if there is some onstant C � 0 suhthat j (t)�  (t0)j � Cjt� t0js; 8t; t0 2 [�M;M ℄: (9)Theorem 7. Let H be a subset of C(X) suh that for every f 2 H, there holdsjf(x)� yj �M almost surely. If  : R ! R+ is a regressing loss funtion satisfying(9), then for every � > 0 there holdsProbz2Zm fE(fz)� E(fH) � �g � 1�N �H; � �8C �1=s� 2 exp�� m�2128C2M2s� :Proof. Let ffjgNj=1 � H with N = N �H; �� and � := ��=(4C)�1=s suh that forevery f 2 H there is some j 2 f1; : : : ; Ng satisfying kf�fjk1 � �. Then aordingto the Lipshitz ondition given in our assumption, we see from jy � f(x)j � MthatjE(f)�E(fj)j � ZZ j (y� f(x))� (y� fj(x))jd� � ZZ Cjf(x)� fj(x)jsd� � C�sand that almost surelyjEz(f)� Ez(fj)j � 1m mXi=1 j (yi � f(xi))�  (yi � fj(xi))j � C�s:Thus jE(f)� Ez(f)j � jE(fj)� Ez(fj)j+ 2C�s:By the hoie of �, we �nd 2C�s = �=2. Therefore, the event fz 2 Zm : jE(f) �Ez(f)j > � for some f 2 Hg is ontained in the event [Nj=1fz 2 Zm : jE(fj) �Ez(fj)j > �=2g. It follows thatProbz2Zm (supf2H jE(f)� Ez(f)j > �) � NXj=1Probz2Zm fjE(fj)� Ez(fj)j > �=2g :For eah j, we apply Lemma 4 to the random variable �(z) =  (y � fj(x)) on(Z; �). It satis�es � = E(fj) and 1mPmi=1 �(zi) = Ez(fj). Moreover, j�(z) � �j anbe expressed asj (y � fj(x)) � Z  (y0 � fj(x0))d�(z0)j = j Z  (y � fj(x))�  (y0 � fj(x0))d�(z0)jwhih is bounded by R Cjy � fj(x) � (y0 � fj(x0))jsd�(z0) � 2CMs. Then we havefrom the Hoe�ding inequality in Lemma 4 thatProbz2Zm fjE(fj)� Ez(fj)j > �=2g � 2 exp�� m(�=2)22(2CMs)2� :



Learning Theory: from Regression to Classi�ation 261It follows thatProbz2Zm (supf2H jE(f)� Ez(f)j > �) � N �H; ��2 exp�� m�232C2M2s� :Sine fz and fH are both in H, by (7) we have E(fz)� E(fH) � 2 supf2H jE(f) �Ez(f)j � 2� with the above on�dene. Then our onlusion follows after replaing� by �=2.By setting the on�dene to be 1�Æ, we an get onvergene rates from Theorem7. Reall the elementary fat [22℄ that the positive solution �� to the equation �p�1�q�2 = 0 with 1; 2 > 0 and p > q > 0 satis�es �� � maxf(21)1=(p�q); (22)1=pg.Corollary 8. If the assumption of Theorem 7 holds, and with some r; C0 > 0 theovering number satis�es logN (H; �) � C0��r, then for every 0 < Æ < 1, we havewith on�dene 1� Æ,E(fz)� E(fH) � eCmax(r log(2=Æ)m ;m 12+r=s) ;where eC := maxf16CMs; (256C2M2sC0(8C)r=s)1=(2+r=s)g.The ondition for the overing number is satis�ed when the hypothesis spae is aball of Sobolev spaes embedded in C(X). When r is small enough (the smoothnessis high enough for the ase of Sobolev spaes), the bound in Corollary 8 is almostof the form O(1=pm). This an be improved to a bound of the form O(1=m1��)when the hypothesis spae is onvex and the loss funtion satis�es some high on-vexity ondition, see [39℄[4℄[21℄ and the disussion in Setion 3.3 by means of ratioprobability inequalities.2.4. Theory of uniform onvergeneThe theory of uniform onvergene also haraterizes those funtion sets H suhthat the quantity (8) tends to zero in probability as m ! 1. This is required forall Borel probability distributions �, whih leads to the following de�nition.De�nition 9. We say that a set H of real-valued funtions on a metri spae X isuniform Glivenko-Cantelli (UGC) if for every � > 0,lim`!+1 sup� Prob�supm�` supf2H���� 1m mXi=1 f(xi)� ZX f(x)d����� � �� = 0where the supremum is taken with respet to all Borel probability distributions� on X , and Prob denotes the probability with respet to the samples x1; x2; : : :independently drawn aording to suh a distribution �.



262 Qiang Wu et al.When H onsists of indiator funtions (harateristi funtions), the UGC prop-erty an be haraterized by VC-dimensions [75℄. For general sets of real-valuedfuntions, it an be haraterized by V-dimensions [1℄.De�nition 10. Let H be a set of funtions from X to [0; 1℄. We say that A � Xis V shattered by H if there is a number � 2 R with the following property: forevery subset E of A there exists some funtion fE 2 H suh that fE(x) � � � for every x 2 A n E, and fE(x) � � +  for every x 2 E. The V dimension of H,V(H), is the maximal ardinality of a set A � X that is V shattered by H.The onept of V-dimension is related to many others about apaity of fun-tion sets in approximation theory or funtional analysis: overing number, entropynumber, paking number, metri entropy and more. See [1℄[26℄[52℄[49℄[55℄.The following haraterization of the UGC property was given in [1℄.Theorem 11. Let H be a set of funtions from X to [0; 1℄. Then it is UGC if andonly if the V dimension of H is �nite for every  > 0.Theorem 11 may be used to verify the onvergene of ERM shemes when thehypothesis spaeH is a UGC set, but is not ompat with respet to the norm k�k1in C(X). In [83℄ we onsider the union of unit balls of reproduing kernel Hilbertspaes (HK ; k � kK) (to be de�ned below) assoiated with a set of Merer kernelsK, and �nd onditions for suh a hypothesis spae to be UGC. In partiular, forthe Gaussian kernels, we verify the UGC property.Example 12. Let X be a ompat subset of Rn and fK�g0<�<1 be the set ofGaussian kernels with K�(x; y) = exp(� jx�yj2�2 ). Then the setH = [0<�<1 ff 2 HK� : kfkK� � 1gis UGC, but its losure in C(X) is not ompat.Quantitative behavior of the onvergene of the ERM sheme with the hypothesisspae in Example 12 is not fully understood, though we have some partial estimates[83℄[48℄ by means of loal Rademaher averages.There are still many open fundamental problems about the UGC property. Asan example, let us onsider the empirial overing numbers.De�nition 13. For x = (xi)mi=1 2 Xm, 1 � p � 1, and H � C(X), the`p-empirial overing number Np(H;x; �) is the overing number of Hjx =f(f(xi))mi=1 : f 2 Hg, as a subset of Rm under the metri de�ned for f; g 2 C(X)as dp;x(f; g) = � 1mPmi=1 jf(xi)� g(xi)jp	1=p. The metri entropy of H isHm(H; �) = supx2Xm logN1(H;x; �); m 2 N; � > 0:



Learning Theory: from Regression to Classi�ation 263It is known [28℄ that a funtion set H from X to [0; 1℄ is UGC if and only iflimm!1Hm(H; �)=m = 0 for every � > 0. In this ase, there holds Hm(H; �) =O(log2m) for every � > 0. It is onjetured in [1℄ that Hm(H; �) = O(logm) is truefor every � > 0. The following problem is a weak form.Problem 14. Is it true that for some � 2 [1; 2), every UGC set H satis�esHm(H; �) = O(log�m); 8� > 0?2.5. Approximation error and the  -regression funtionThe target funtion fH de�ned by (6) is the one minimizing the error over H. If weallow the set of all measurable funtions, the minimizer is the funtion we desirewith respet to the regressing loss funtion  .De�nition 15. Given the regressing loss funtion  and a probability distribution� on Z, the  -regression funtion is the one minimizing the error, given byf � (x) = argmint2R ZY  (y � t)d�(yjx); x 2 X:The approximation error assoiated with the hypothesis spae H is de�ned asE(fH)� E(f � ) = inff2HE(f)� E(f � ):The onvexity of  tells us some information about f � . For x 2 X , denote	(t) = 	x(t) = ZY  (y � t)d�(yjx) = ZY  (t� y)d�(yjx); t 2 R: (10)Then 	 is also a onvex funtion on R. We know that 	00(t) � 0 almost every-where. The left and right one-side derivatives of 	, 	0�(t) and 	0+(t), exist, arenondereasing, and satisfy 	0�(t) � 	0+(t) for every t 2 R. Hene the following fatholds.Theorem 16. Let  be a regressing loss funtion and x 2 X. Then(a) the univariate funtion 	 given by (10) is stritly dereasing on (�1; f�� (x)℄,stritly inreasing on [f+� (x);+1), and is onstant on [f�� (x); f+� (x)℄, wheref�� (x) := supft 2 R : 	0�(t) < 0g; f+� (x) := infft 2 R : 	0+(t) > 0g:(b) f � (x) is a minimizer of 	, that is, f�� (x) � f � (x) � f+� (x):() If � � 0 is the maximal zero of  and jyj � M almost surely, then f � (x) 2[�M � �;M + �℄.Now we turn to the approximation error estimates. Denote a weighted Lp normas kfkLp�X = (RX jf(x)jpd�X )1=p for p � 1.



264 Qiang Wu et al.Theorem 17. Assume jy � f(x)j �M and jy � f � (x)j �M almost surely.(a) If  is a Lipshitz s regressing loss funtion satisfying (9), thenE(f)� E(f � ) � C ZX jf(x)� f � (x)jsd�X � Ckf � f � ksL1�X � Ckf � f � ks=2L2�X :(b) If  is C1 on [�M;M ℄, and its derivative is Lipshitz s satisfying (9), thenE(f)� E(f � ) � Ckf � f � k1+sL1+s�X � Ckf � f � k(1+s)=2L2�X :() If  00(u) �  > 0 for every u 2 [�M;M ℄, thenE(f)� E(f � ) � 2kf � f � k2L2�X :Proof. By the de�nition of the error, we haveE(f)� E(f � ) = ZX�ZY  (y � f(x))�  (y � f � (x))d�(yjx)�d�X :Then the statement in (a) follows from the Lipshitz ondition (9) with t = y �f(x); t0 = y � f � (x) 2 [�M;M ℄.If  is C1 on [�M;M ℄, and  0 satis�es (9), then for eah x 2 X , the funtion	 = 	x is also C1 and 	0(f � (x)) = 0 sine f � (x) is a minimum. Moreover, 	0(t) =RY  0(t�y)d�(yjx). It implies from the Lipshitz ondition (9) for  0 that for t withjt� yj �M ,j	0(t)�	0(f � (x))j = ����ZY  0(t� y)�  0(f � (x) � y)d�(yjx)���� � Cjt� f � (x)js:Then	(f(x))�	(f � (x)) = Z f(x)f � (x)	0(t)�	0(f � (x))dt � Cjf(x) � f � (x)j1+s:HeneE(f)� E(f � ) = ZX 	(f(x)) �	(f � (x))d�X � C ZX jf(x)� f � (x)j1+sd�X :This proves the statement in (b).Now assume  00(u) �  > 0 for every u 2 [�M;M ℄. If f(x) > f � (x), for any t 2[f � (x); f(x)℄ we have 	00(t) = RY  00(t� y)d�(yjx) � . Hene 	0(t)�	0(f � (x)) =R tf � (x)	00(u)du � (t� f � (x)). Then	(f(x))�	(f � (x)) � Z f(x)f � (x) (t� f � (x))dt = 2(f(x) � f � (x))2:In the same way, if f(x) < f � (x), we have 	0(t) � 	0(f � (x)) � (t � f � (x))for any t 2 [f(x); f � (x)℄. Hene 	(f(x)) �	(f � (x)) � 2 (f(x) � f � (x))2: In bothases, we getE(f)� E(f � ) = ZX 	(f(x))�	(f � (x))d�X � 2 ZX jf(x)� f � (x)j2d�X :



Learning Theory: from Regression to Classi�ation 265This veri�es the result.To see the approximation of f � by fz, we need to get the error between fz andf � in some funtion spaes, from the exess generalization error E(fz) � E(f � ).Part () of Theorem 17 ensures this in the ase when  00 is bounded from below.Problem 18. It would be interesting for a general loss funtion  to derive lowbounds of the following form with ; p > 0:E(f)� E(f � ) �  ZX jf(x)� f � (x)jpd�X :When  is the �-insensitive norm, it is Lipshitz 1 with C = 1 and M = 1. Itfollows from (a) of Theorem 17 that E(f)� E(f � ) � kf � f � kL1�X .When  is the least-square loss, it is C1 and its derivative satis�es (9) with s = 1,C = 2 and M =1. Hene E(f)� E(f � ) � kf � f � k2L2�X (in fat, equality holds).Theorem 17 (parts (a) and (b)) gives a way to estimate the approximation errorby means of results from approximation theory [91℄.For many ERM shemes, the hypothesis is a ball of a dense subspae (H; k�kH) ofa Banah spae (B; k�kB) of funtions on X . For example, B may be some weightedLp spae Lp�X and H is a Sobolev spae or a reproduing kernel Hilbert spae. Forsuh a setting, the approximation error an be haraterized by interpolation spaes.Reall that the K-funtional of the ouple (B;H) is de�ned for f 2 B asK(f; t) = infg2B fkf � gkB + tkgkHg ; t > 0:For 0 < � < 1, the interpolation spae (B;H)�;1 onsists of those elements f 2 Bsuh that the following norm is �nitekfk�;1 = supt>0 �K(f; t)=t�	 :The next result an be found in [64℄.Theorem 19. Let (B; k �kB) be a Banah spae and (H; k �kH) be a dense subspaewith kgkB � kgkH for g 2 H. Let 0 < � < 1. If f 2 (B;H)�;1, thenI(f;R) := inf fkf � gkB : g 2 H; kgkH � Rg � kfk 11���;1 � 1R� �1�� :Conversely, if I(f;R) � C � 1R� �1�� for all R > 0, then f 2 (B;H)�;1 and kfk�;1 �2C1��.Funtion spaes used mostly in learning theory are reproduing kernel Hilbertspaes. The importane of these funtion spaes an be seen from regularizationshemes.



266 Qiang Wu et al.3. Regularization Shemes for Regression3.1. Regularization shemes and onvex optimizationAnother approah in learning theory is to replae the ERM by the minimizationof a penalized empirial error over a funtion spae. Reproduing kernel Hilbertspaes generated by Merer kernels [3℄ are often used for mahine learning.De�nition 20. We say that K : X �X ! R is a Merer kernel if it is ontinuous,symmetri and positive semide�nite, that is, for any �nite set of distint pointsfx1; � � � ; x`g � X , the matrix (K(xi; xj))ì;j=1 is positive semide�nite.The Reproduing Kernel Hilbert Spae (RKHS) HK assoiated with the kernelK is de�ned to be the losure of the linear span of the set of funtions fKx :=K(x; �) : x 2 Xg with the inner produt h�; �iK given by hKx;KyiK = K(x; y).The reproduing property takes the formhKx; fiK = f(x); 8 x 2 X; f 2 HK : (11)Denote � = supx2XpK(x; x). Then the above reproduing property tells us thatkfk1 � �kfkK; 8 f 2 HK :The regularization sheme for the regression problem assoiated with theRKHS HK takes the formfz;� := arg minf2HK� 1m mXi=1  (yi � f(xi)) + �kfk2K�: (12)Here � > 0 is a onstant alled the regularization parameter. Usually it is hosento depend on m, � = �(m), and limm!1 �(m) = 0. It plays the role of R in ERM.The Hilbert spae struture of HK and the onvexity of  redue the sheme(12) to a onvex optimization problem over Rm . First, if we denote the projetionin HK onto the �nite dimensional spae HK;x = spanfKxigmi=1 as P , then for anyf 2 HK and i = 1; : : : ;m, there holds hPf;KxiiK = hf;KxiiK , meaning that(Pf)(xi) = f(xi) and hene Ez(Pf) = Ez(f). This tells us that fz;� must lie inHK;x. Seond, if we write fz;� =Pmi=1 i;zKxi , then z := (i;z)mi=1 is a minimizerof a onvex funtion over Rm :z = arg min2Rm 1m mXi=1  �yi � mXj=1 jK(xi; xj)�+ � mXi;j=1 iK(xi; xj)j :This is a onvex optimization problem in Rm , whih an be solved by many eÆientalgorithms from optimization theory. If  is a onvex quadrati spline suh as theleast-square loss or the �-insensitive loss, then the onvex optimization problem isa quadrati programming, and simpler algorithms are available.



Learning Theory: from Regression to Classi�ation 2673.2. Error deomposition and regularization errorThe onvergene of the regularization sheme (12) an be studied by the exessgeneralization error E(fz;�)� E(f � ).Let ef� be an arbitrary funtion from HK . The penalized exess generalizationerror E(fz;�)� E(f � ) + �kfz;�k2K an be deomposed asfE(fz;�)� Ez(fz;�)g+ nEz( ef�)� E( ef�)o+ nE( ef�)� E(f � ) + �k ef�k2Ko+nEz(fz;�) + �kfz;�k2K � �Ez( ef�) + �k ef�k2K�o :The last term is at most 0, aording to the de�nition of fz;�. Thus, E(fz;�) �E(f � ) + �kfz;�k2K an be bounded byfE(fz;�)� Ez(fz;�)g+ nEz( ef�)� E( ef�)o+ nE( ef�)� E(f � ) + �k ef�k2Ko :The last term above is alled the regularization error [65℄. It does not depend onthe sample.De�nition 21. The regularization error for a regularizing funtion ef� 2 HKis de�ned as eD(�) = E( ef�)� E(f � ) + �k ef�k2K :It is alled the regularization error of the sheme (12), denoted as D(�), whenef� = f�: f� = arg inff2HK �E(f)� E(f � ) + �kfk2K	 : (13)The regularization error an be estimated by Theorem 17 and the rih knowledgeof approximation theory in funtion spaes. When  is the least-square loss, f � = f�and E(f)�E(f � ) = kf�f�k2L2�X . In this ase, the regularization error an be easilybounded by the integral operator LK : L2�X ! L2�X de�ned asLK(f)(x) = ZX K(x; y)f(y)d�X(y); x 2 X; f 2 L2�X :Note that the range of LK is in HK , hene LK an also be regarded [71℄ as anoperator from L2�X to HK . The following result an be found in [66℄. The onditionL�rK f� 2 L2�X means f� = LrKg for some g 2 L2�X with kgkL2�X = kL�rK f�kL2�X .When 0 < r < 1=2, this means that f� 2 (L2�X ;HK)r;1.Theorem 22. De�ne f� by (13). If L�rK f� 2 L2�X , thenD(�) = kf� � f�k2L2�X + �kf�k2K � �2rkL�rK f�k2L2�X ; if 0 < r � 12and kf� � f�kL2�X � �rkL�rK f�kL2�X ; if 0 < r � 1:



268 Qiang Wu et al.When 12 < r � 1, we havekf� � f�kK � �r� 12 kL�rK f�kL2�X :Notie that for 12 < r � 1, Theorem 22 yields kf�� f�k2L2�X = O(�2r) while D(�)is at most O(�).Turn bak to the error deomposition. One an write the sample error as (7) andthen derive onvergene rates of some weak form (of type O(1=pm)) by Hoe�ding'sinequality, as in Corollary 8. But we an do better with the Bernstein inequality byonsidering the exess random variable  (y�f(x))� (y�f � (x)), not  (y�f(x)).Then we have a regularization sheme error deomposition:E(fz;�)� E(f � ) + �kfz;�k2K� fE(�1)�Ez(�1)g+ fEz(�2)�E(�2)g+ eD(�): (14)Here�1 :=  (y � fz;�(x)) �  (y � f � (x)); �2 :=  (y � ef�(x)) �  (y � f � (x))and for � = �(x; y), we denote E(�) = RZ �(x; y)d� and Ez(�) = 1mPmi=1 �(xi; yi).We remark that E(�1) is not the expeted value of a single random variable sineit depends on z.To show how (14) improves the analysis of the error deomposition of the form(7), we �rst look at the middle term Ez(�2)�E(�2).Lemma 23. Assume j (y� ef�(x))� (y�f � (x))j �M almost surely. If for some� 2 [0; 1℄ and C > 0 there holdsZ � (y � ef�(x)) �  (y � f � (x))�2 d� � C nE( ef�)� E(f � )o� ;then for any 0 < Æ < 1, with on�dene at least 1� Æ, we haveEz(�2)�E(�2) � 2M log(1=Æ)3m +�2C log(1=Æ)m � 12�� + 12 eD(�):Proof. Consider the random variable �2 on (Z; �). It satis�es j�2j �M and�2 � E(�22) � C nE( ef�)� E(f � )o� � C � eD(�)�� :Applying the one-side Bernstein inequality from lemma 4 to �2, we know that forany � > 0, with on�dene at least1� exp�� m�22(�2 + 13M�)�there holds Ez(�2) � E(�2) � �. Take � = �� to be the positive solution of thequadrati equation



Learning Theory: from Regression to Classi�ation 269� m�22(�2 + 13M�) = log Æ:That is, m�2 � 2M3 log(1=Æ)�� 2�2 log(1=Æ) = 0. Then�� = M3 log(1=Æ) +q(M3 log(1=Æ))2 + 2m�2 log(1=Æ)m� 2M3m log(1=Æ) +r2 log(1=Æ)m C � eD(�)�� :Reall the elementary inequality1q + 1q� = 1 with q; q� > 1 =) a � b � 1q aq + 1q� bq� ; 8a; b � 0:Using this with q = 22�� ; q� = 2� and a =q 2C log(1=Æ)m ; b = � eD(�)��=2, we see thatwith on�dene 1� Æ, Ez(�2)�E(�2) � �� an be bounded as stated.De�nition 24. We say that  has varianing exponent � 2 [0; 1℄ if for anyM > 0 there is a onstant C ;M suh thatZ � (y � f(x)) �  (y � f � (x))�2 d� � C ;M �E(f)� E(f � )	�for any measurable funtion f with jy � f(x)j; jy � f � (x)j �M almost surely.The least-square loss has varianing exponent � = 1 with C ;M = 4M2.3.3. Error analysis by ratio probability inequalitiesNow we show the error analysis for the regularization sheme (12). The error ratehas the form O(( 1m)1��) with � depending on the regularization error and apaityof HK . In partiular, when K is C1 and the regularization error is O(�), � an bearbitrarily small.Ratio probability inequalities suh as Talagrand's inequalities using empirialovering numbers [10℄[11℄[5℄[6℄ play an essential role in deriving good sample errorestimates. Here, to illustrate the idea, we give the following simple form [80℄.Proposition 25. Let � be a random variable on Z satisfying � = E(�) � 0,j���j �M almost surely, and �2 � C�� for some 0 � � � 2: Then for every " > 0Probz2Zm (�� 1mPmi=1 �(zi)(�� + "� ) 12 > "1� �2) � exp�� m"2��2(C + 13M"1�� )� :This proposition is an easy onsequene of the one-side Bernstein inequality ap-plied to the event �� 1mPmi=1 �(zi) > "1� �2 (�� + "� ) 12 .



270 Qiang Wu et al.Note that the funtion fz;� depends on z and thus runs over a set of funtions asz hanges. So we need a probability inequality onerning the uniform onvergene.Denote E(f) = RZ f(z)d�.Proposition 26. Let 0 � � � 1, M > 0, C � 0, and F be a set of funtions onZ suh that for every f 2 F ; E(f) � 0, jf � E(f)j � M and E(f2) � C(E(f))� .Then for " > 0, there holdsProbz2Zm (supf2F E(f)� 1mPmi=1 f(zi)((E(f))� + "� ) 12 > 4"1� �2) � N �F ; "� exp� �m"2��2(C + 13M"1�� )� :The proof of this proposition is the same as the proedure in Theorem 7, bymeans of overing numbers.The error estimates for (12) follow from Proposition 26 and the regularizationerror. As an example, onsider the sheme assoiated with the least-square lossfz;� := arg minf2HK( 1m mXi=1(yi � f(xi))2 + �kfk2K) : (15)We have the following result presented in [79℄.Theorem 27. Let fz;� be de�ned by (15). Assume jyj �M almost surely and thatf� is not identially zero. If for some s; C0 > 0, logN (�) � C0 (1=�)s, then for any0 < � < 11+s , 0 < Æ < 1 and m � mÆ;�, with on�dene 1� Æ there holdskfz;� � f�k2L2�X � eCkf�k2L2�X log�2Æ�D �m��� by taking � = m��where mÆ;� and eC are onstants depending on C0; s; �; �;M , and mÆ;� also on Æ.In partiular, if K is C1 on X � Rn and f� 2 HK , then by taking � = �(m) =m2��1 with an arbitrary � > 0, for any 0 < Æ < 1, with on�dene 1� Æ there holdskfz;� � f�k2L2�X � eC log�2Æ �� 1m�1��for m � mÆ;�, where the onstants mÆ;� and eC are independent of m.Let us briey mention the idea of deriving the error bounds stated in Theorem27. For details, see [79℄. Take ef� = f�. Denote BR = ff 2 HK : kfkK � Rg. Themain point is to apply Proposition 26 with � = 1 to the funtion setFR = ��f(x)� y�2 � �f�(x) � y�2 : f 2 BR� (16)for various R > 0. Proposition 26 says that for all " > 0 and R �M ,



Learning Theory: from Regression to Classi�ation 271Probz2Zm ( supf2BR E(f)� E(f�)� �Ez(f)� Ez(f�)�pE(f)� E(f�) + " � p")� 1�N �B1; 3"4(�+ 3)2R2� exp�� 3m"160(�+ 3)2R2� :Denote v�(m; Æ) as the unique positive solution to the equationlogN (B1; �)� m�40 = log Æ:Then the on�dene beomes 1 � Æ=2 if " = 4(�+3)2R23 v�(m; Æ=2). It follows thatthere is a set V 0R � Zm of measure at most Æ=2 suh that for all f 2 BR andz 2 Zm n V 0R,E(f)� E(f�)� �Ez(f)� Ez(f�)� � 12�E(f)� E(f�)�+ 43(�+ 3)2R2v�(m; Æ=2):Thus, if we denote W(R) = fz 2 Zm : kfz;�kK � Rg; (17)then for z 2 W(R)nV 0R, fz;� 2 BR and E(fz;�)�E(f�)��Ez(fz;�)�Ez(f�)� beomesE(�1)� 1m mXi=1 �1(zi) � 12�E(fz;�)� E(f�)�+ 43(�+ 3)2R2v�(m; Æ=2):On the other hand, sine �2 satis�es j�2�E(�2)j � 2��pD(�)=�+3M�2, Lemma23 tells us that there is another subset V 00R � Zm of measure at most Æ=2 suh thatfor all z 2 Zm n V 00R ,1m mXi=1 �2(zi)�E(�2) � D(�)�1 + 4�2 log�2=Æ�m� �+ 36M2 log�2=Æ�m :Thus for all z 2 W(R) n (V 0R [ V 00R ),E(fz;�)� E(f�) + �kfz;�k2K � 3(�+ 3)2R2v�(m; Æ=2)+D(�)�4 + 8�2 log�2=Æ�m� �+ 72M2 log�2=Æ�m : (18)The key point to derive satisfatory error bounds is to use (18) iteratively. First,by taking f = 0 in the the de�nition (15) of the sheme, we see that kfz;�kK �R[0℄ := M=p�. So W(R[0℄) = Zm. Then we apply (18) to sharpen the norm andget Zm =W(R[0℄) �W(R[1℄) [ V [1℄ where V [1℄ = V 0R[0℄ [ V 00R[0℄ andR[1℄ = (�+3)Rp3v�(m; Æ=2)=�+rD(�)� �4+8�2 log�2=Æ�m� �1=2+Ms72 log�2=Æ�m� :By the hoie of �, R[1℄ < R[0℄ (for suÆiently large m). That is, the bound R[0℄ forkfz;�kK has been sharpened to R[1℄ (with on�dene 1� Æ). Iterating this proess



272 Qiang Wu et al.J times with 11��(1+s) � 1 � J � 11��(1+s) , we an show that with on�dene1� Æ1��(1+s) there holdskfz;�kK � R[J℄ = eqlog�2=Æ��pD(�)=�+ 1� :Then (18) with R = R[J℄ yields the desired error bound for E(fz;�) � E(f�) statedin Theorem 27.3.4. Leave-one-out apaity independent error boundsAnother interesting approah for the error analysis of learning shemes is the so-alled leave-one-out tehniques [75℄. They derive error bounds from the behaviorof loal error hanges when only one sample point is removed or replaed. Let usstate some results for the regularization sheme (15) assoiated with  (t) = t2.In [14℄[86℄, leave-one-out error and stability analysis were used to derive theexpeted value of general learning shemes. For the sheme (15), the result in [86℄an be expressed asEz2Zm�E(fz;�)� � �1 + 2�2m��2 inff2HK�E(f) + �kfk2K�:In terms of the regularization error, it an be restated asEz2Zm�fz;� � f�2L2�X � � D���+�E(f�) +D�����2�2m� +� �2m��2�:Choosing � = 1=pm, the derived learning rate is � 1m� 12 in expetation when f� 2HK and E(f�) > 0. By the Markov inequality, kfz;� � f�2L2�X � CÆ � 1m� 12 withon�dene 1� Æ.In [24℄, a funtional analysis approah was employed for the error analysis of thesheme (15). The main result asserts that for any 0 < Æ < 1, with on�dene 1� Æ,��E(fz;�)� E(f�)�� � M�2pm �1 + �p���1 +q2 log�2=Æ��:The orresponding learning rate in [24℄ is the following: when f� lies in the rangeof LK , that is, L�1K f� 2 L2�X , for any 0 < Æ < 1, with on�dene 1� Æ, there holdsfz;� � f�2L2�X � C� log�2=Æ�m � 25 ; if � = � log�2=Æ�m � 15 :Thus the on�dene is improved from 1=Æ to log(2=Æ), while the rate is weakenedto � 1m� 25 .In [66℄, a modi�ed MDiarmid inequality [44℄[82℄ was used to improve the apaityindependent error bounds. If f� is in the range of LK , then for any 0 < Æ < 1, withon�dene 1� Æ there holdkfz;� � f�k2K � eC��log�4=Æ��2m � 13 by taking � = ��log�4=Æ��2m � 13



Learning Theory: from Regression to Classi�ation 273and kfz;� � f�k2L2�X � eC log�4=Æ�pm by taking � = ��log�4=Æ��2m � 14 :Thus the on�dene for the learning rate m� 12 is improved. Moreover, the error inthe HK-norm an be estimated.In [67℄, a Bennett inequality for vetor-valued random variables with values inHilbert spaes is applied, whih yields better error bounds: If f� is in the range ofLK , then we havekfz;��f�k2L2�X � eC �log�4=Æ��2� 1m�2=3 by taking � = log�4=Æ�� 1m�1=3 :All the above results are apaity independent error bounds. When f� 2 HK ands < 2, the learning rate given by Theorem 27 with r = 1=2 is better than existingresults.4. Classi�ation Algorithms via RegularizationClassi�ation algorithms provide ways to separate data into di�erent lasses. Con-sider the ase of two di�erent lasses, labeled by 1 or �1. A binary lassi�er f :X ! Y = f1;�1g is a funtion from X to Y whih divides the input spae X intotwo lasses. It makes a deision for eah ase (an input x 2 X) measured in manyquantitative ways. If X is a subset of Rn , eah point x 2 X is a vetor with nomponents orresponding to values of n measurements. These measurements areused to make the deision or to predit some event. For weather predition, weobserve the urrent weather in n di�erent ways and get a vetor x 2 X � Rn , thena lassi�er (a method for weather predition) gives an output value y = f(x) 2 Y .It predits whether it will rain (if f(x) = 1) or not (if f(x) = �1). For the diagnosisof a speial disease, a patient is tested by n di�erent instruments whih produea vetor x 2 X � Rn . Then a dotor makes a deision whether the patient getsthe disease based on the vetor x, aording to the values f(x) 2 Y . A good do-tor orresponds to a good lassi�er. A good lassi�er has small error, measured bymislassi�ation error.De�nition 28. Let � be a probability distribution on Z = X � Y . The mislas-si�ation error R(f) of a lassi�er f : X ! Y is de�ned to be the probability ofa wrong predition, that is, of the event ff(x) 6= yg,R(f) = Probz2Zff(x) 6= yg = ZX P (y 6= f(x)jx)d�X :By disussing for eah x 2 X , we an easily see that the best lassi�er minimizingthe mislassi�ation error, alled theBayes rule, is given by f(x) = sgn(f�), where



274 Qiang Wu et al.sgn(f)(x) = (1; if f(x) � 0,�1; if f(x) < 0.The purpose of lassi�ation algorithms is to �nd good approximations fz of theBayes rule from the random sample z = f(xi; yi)gmi=1 drawn aording to the prob-ability distribution �. We hope that the approximating lassi�er fz will approahthe Bayes rule as long as the number of samples is large enough, in the sense thatR(fz)! R(f) as m!1.Here we disuss lassi�ation algorithms generated from regularization shemesassoiated with reproduing kernel Hilbert spaes. The lassi�er is sgn(fz;�) wherefz;� := arg minf2HK ( 1m mXi=1 �(yif(xi)) + �kfk2K) : (19)Here � : R ! R+ is a loss funtion for lassi�ation.4.1. Support vetor mahine lassi�ationBefore we study the general lassi�ation sheme (19), we desribe a lassial learn-ing algorithm, the support vetor mahine (SVM) lassi�er [13℄.Let us start with the hard margin SVM by hyperplanes in the separable ase.Suppose X � Rn . The sample z onsists of two lasses: I = fi : yi = 1g andII = fj : yj = �1g. We say that these two lasses are separable by a hyperplanew � x = b with w 2 Rn , jwj = 1, and b 2 R if(w � xi > b; if i 2 I ,w � xj < b; if j 2 II .That is, points from the di�erent lasses lie in di�erent sides of the hyperplane. Wealways assume that I and II are both nonempty.Note that the (signed) distane from a point x� 2 Rn to the plane w � x = 0 isw � x�, where a negative distane means x� is in the other side of w. For b 2 R, thehyperplane w � x = b is parallel to w � x = 0 with distane b. Thus, the distanefrom x� 2 Rn to the hyperplane w � x = b is w � x� � b. Positive and negative signsof the distane stand for di�erent sides of the hyperplane w � x = b.Now if the two lasses of the sample z are separable by the hyperplane w�x = b, weknow that b1(w) := mini2I fw � xi � bg > 0 and b2(w) := maxj2II fw � xj � bg < 0.To balane, we shift the hyperplane to w �x = (w), where (w) = 12fb1(w)+b2(w)g.Then we see that with �(w) = 12fb1(w)� b2(w)g > 0, there holds8<:w � xi � (w) � min`2I w � x` � (w) = �(w); if i 2 I ,w � xj � (w) � max`2II w � x` � (w) = ��(w); if j 2 I .We all the hyperplanes w � x = (w)��(w) the separating hyperplanes. We knowthat eah separating hyperplane ontains some points from that lass. The distane



Learning Theory: from Regression to Classi�ation 275between these two separating hyperplanes is 2�(w). So the number �(w) is alledthe margin assoiated with the hyperplane w � x = (w).The SVM seeks the best hyperplane by requiring �(w) to be the largest. Giventhe data z = f(xi; yi)gmi=1, we solve the optimization problem�(w�) = maxjwj=1 12�minyi=1w � xi � maxyj=�1w � xj�: (20)If w� is a solution, then z is separable by a hyperplane if and only if �(w�) > 0. Inthis ase, the hyperplane, alled the optimal hyperplane, is given by w�x = (w�),and the number �(w�) is alled the maximal margin of the data. The vetors xion the separating hyperplanes w� �x = (w�)��(w�) are alled support vetors,beause these are the vetors determining the separating hyperplanes. The lassi�eris then given by f(x) = sgn(w� � x� (w�)).The optimization problem (20) has a unique solution for separable data, whihis stated in [75℄ as follows.Theorem 29. If z is separable by a hyperplane, then the optimization problem(20) has a unique solution w�. Moreover w� = ewjewj where ew solves the optimizationproblemew := arg minw2Rn minb2R jwj2 (21)subjet to yi(w � xi � b) � 1; i = 1; : : : ;mAlso, �(w�) = 1jewj is the maximal margin.4.2. SVM soft margin lassi�erThe optimization problem (21) is alled the SVM hard margin lassi�er. It workswell for separable data. But most data are not separable by hyperplanes.In the nonseparable ase, there is no (w; b) 2 Rn � R suh that z is separatedby the hyperplane w � x = b. Then we use the SVM soft margin lassi�er byintroduing slak variables � = (�i)mi=1( ew;eb) := arg minw2Rn;b2R min�2Rn�jwj2 + 2Cm mXi=1 �i�; (22)subjet to yi(w � xi � b) � 1� �i; �i � 0; i = 1; : : : ;mHere C > 0 is a trade-o� parameter. The SVM soft margin lassi�er is then de�nedas sgn( ew � x�eb).The soft margin lassi�er (22) an be redued to the hard margin lassi�er (21)in the separable ase by taking C = +1 and �i = 0.De�ne the hinge loss � by �(t) = maxf1� t; 0g, we see that the optimal � in(22) is given by �i = maxf1� yi(w � xi � b); 0g = �(yi(w � xi � b)). Hene (22) anbe expressed by means of the hinge loss � as a regularization sheme



276 Qiang Wu et al.minw2Rn;b2R( 1m mXi=1 �(yi(w � xi � b)) + 12C jwj2) :If we hoose a Merer kernel K(x; y) = x � y, then jwj2 = kw � xk2K and the abovesheme an be written [19℄ asminf2HK;b2R( 1m mXi=1 �(yi(f(xi)� b)) + 12C kfk2K) : (23)This is the regularization sheme (19) assoiated with the hinge loss �, exept theonstant term b, alled the o�set. We shall not disuss the o�set. For an approah,see [17℄.4.3. Classifying loss funtionsThe goal of the regularization sheme (19) is to approximate the Bayes rule fby sgn(fz;�). Note that f is a minimizer of the mislassi�ation error R(f) =RZ �fy 6=f(x)gd� = RZ �fyf(x)<0gd�. It would then be natural to disretize R(f) into1mPmi=1 �fyif(xi)<0g and onsider the regularization sheme (19) with the mislas-si�ation loss �0(t) = �ft<0g:However, the orresponding optimization problem is not onvex when we writefz;� = Pmi=1 iKxi . Thus, we hoose the loss funtion � in (19) aording to tworiteria: (1) � should be onvex; (2) � should be lose to �0.De�nition 30. We say that � : R ! R+ is a lassifying loss funtion if it isonvex, di�erential at 0 with �0(0) < 0, and inft2R�(t) = 0.For (x; y) 2 Z, the value �(yf(x)) is the loal error su�ered from the use of f asa model for the proess reproduing y at x. The ondition �0(0) < 0 tells us thatthe error has a major drop as the sign of f(x) hanges from �y to y (turning fromthe other lass to the lass labeled by y). The last requirement means that for somepairs (x; y) and funtion f , the error �(yf(x)) is small. This veri�es the ability of"lassifying".Example 31.(a) For 1 � q < 1, the SVM q-norm soft margin lassi�er orresponds to the lossfuntion �(t) = (maxf1� t; 0g)q .(b) The least-square loss orresponds to �(t) = (1 � t)2 sine y2 = 1 for y 2 Yimplies �(yf(x)) = (1� yf(x))2 = (y � f(x))2.() The exponential loss is �(t) = e�t, see [87℄[43℄.(d) The logisti regression is �(t) = log(1 + e�t), see [87℄[43℄.In partiular, the hinge loss �(t) = maxf1� t; 0g is a good approximation of �0.



Learning Theory: from Regression to Classi�ation 277De�ne the �-error or �-risk assoiated with the loss � asE�(f) = ZZ �(yf(x))d�;and the empirial �-error as E�z (f) = 1mPmi=1 �(yif(xi)). Then the lassi�ationalgorithm (19) an be studied as the regression sheme (12). In partiular, we ansee that E�(fz;�) ! inff2HK E�(f) with on�dene (as m ! 1 and �(m) ! 0).However, for the lassi�ation algorithm, we are interested in the mislassi�ationerror, not the �-error. In [81℄, we presented a ounterexample, and showed thatin general one annot have R(sgn(fz;�))! inff2HK R(sgn(f)) with on�dene (asm!1) for any � = �(m).Problem 32. If HK is not dense in C(X), for whih distributions � and hoie � =�(m) an we have limm!1R(sgn(fz;�)) = inff2HK R(sgn(f)) with on�dene?Fortunately, the exess mislassi�ation errorR(sgn(f))�R(f) an be estimatedby the exess �-error E�(f)�E�(f�� ) when HK is dense in C(X) [68℄. Here f�� is aminimizer of the �-error:f�� (x) = argmint2R ZY �(yt)d�(yjx) = argmint2R �x(t); x 2 X; (24)and �x(t) = �(t)P (y = 1jx) + �(�t)P (y = �1jx). For the hinge loss, f�� = f. Theproperties of f�� an be investigated as for f � in Theorem 16, see [41℄[78℄.Zhang [87℄ derived the following result for the hinge loss. See [11℄ [43℄ for relatedworks on boosting methods.Theorem 33. Let �(t) = maxf1� t; 0g. For any measurable funtion f : X ! R,R(sgn(f))�R(f) � E�(f)� E�(f):For general loss funtions, the problem was studied in [7℄ [17℄. We get the followingomparison theorem in [17℄.Theorem 34. If � is a lassifying loss funtion satisfying �00(0) > 0, then there isa onstant � suh that for any measurable funtion f : X ! R, there holdsR(sgn(f))�R(f) � �qE�(f)� E�(f�� ):Thus, we an estimate the exess mislassi�ation error by means of the exess�-error. But the binary lassi�ation problem has a speial feature. The lassi�erstake values in f1;�1g and are often signs of real-valued funtions. Therefore, it isnatural for us [17℄ to introdue the onept of projetion.De�nition 35. The projetion operator �M is de�ned for M > 0 on the spaeof measurable funtions f : X ! R as



278 Qiang Wu et al.�M (f)(x) = 8><>:M; if f(x) > M ,�M; if f(x) < �M ,f(x); if �M � f(x) �M .By the projetion and Theorems 33 and 34, for any M > 0 we only need toestimate E�(�M (fz;�))� E�(f�� ) for the lassi�ation algorithm (19).4.4. Error analysis for regularized lassi�ersThere has been an extensive investigation on the error analysis of kernel relatedlassi�ation algorithms, espeially for SVM with the hinge loss. ERM methodwas analyzed in [75℄[62℄[5℄[20℄[41℄. A model seletion proess was introdued in[10℄[43℄[11℄[69℄ for error bounds. Leave-one-out tehniques inluding stability anal-ysis were used in [14℄[86℄[7℄. Modi�ed ERM methods were employed in [70℄. Aregularization approah was used in [81℄[17℄.Based on previous methods, the error analysis for the general lassi�ation algo-rithm (19) assoiated with a general lassifying loss funtion � was given in [78℄.We need the `2-empirial overing number N2(H;x; �). The advantage of usingthis empirial overing number for the RKHS HK is that the following is alwaystrue for some p 2 (0; 2℄ and p > 0:supx2Xm;m2N logN2(B1;x; �) � p (1=�)p ; 80 < � � 1: (25)In fat, we have a sharper bound: R 10 �supx2Xm;m2N logN2(B1;x; �)	1=2 d� < 1.For more detailed disussions on empirial overing number, see [74℄[6℄[10℄.As for regressing loss funtions, we need an exponent onerning the dominaneof the variane by expeted values.De�nition 36. We say that the lassifying loss � has varianing exponent� 2 [0; 1℄ if for eah M > 0 there is a onstant CM suh that for any measurablefuntion f : X ! [�M;M ℄, there holdsZ ��(yf(x)) � �(yf�� (x))�2 d� � CM �E�(f)� E�(f�� )	� : (26)The varianing exponent � depends on the strong onvexity [45℄[6℄[7℄ of �. Forexample, for the q-norm SVM loss �(t) = (maxf1� t; 0g)q, we have � = 1 if 1 <q � 2, and � = 2=q if q > 2, � = 0 if q = 1.Theorem 37. Assume that K satis�es (25), the distribution � satis�es (26) andD(�) = inff2HK �E�(f)� E�(f�� ) + �kfk2K	 � � j�j� ; 8� > 0 (27)for some � 2 (0; 1℄ and � > 0. If � has a minimal zero M and with some q > 0 itsatis�es �(t) � q jtjq for any jtj �M , then for any � > 0 and 0 < Æ < 1, there is a



Learning Theory: from Regression to Classi�ation 279onstant e independent on m suh that with � = �(m) = m� there holdsE�(�M (fz;�))� E�(f�� ) � em��with on�dene 1� Æ, where  := minn 2�(4�2�+p�)+p(1��) ; 22�+q��qo and� := min� 2��(4� 2� + p�) + p(1� �) � �; 2�2� + q � �q� :In Theorem 37, we assume that the loss � has zeros on R and � has at mostpolynomial inrement. This exludes the exponential loss �(t) = e�tor the logistiloss �(t) = log(1 + e�t). Though the onvergene with these loss funtions werestudied in [11℄ [43℄ and some error analysis was done in [78℄, the onvergene ratesare in general unknown.Problem 38. For the exponential loss �(t) = e�t or the logisti loss �(t) = log(1+e�t), what is the onvergene rate in terms of the varianing exponent � , the order� for the regularization error, and apaity index p?For the hinge loss, � = 0 and q = 1. So Theorem 37 in onnetion with The-orem 33 yields the onvergene rate R(sgn(fz;�)) � R(f) = O(m��) with � =minn 2�4�+p(1��) � �; 2��+1o. When K is C1, p an be arbitrarily small, and learningrate � an be arbitrarily lose to 12 if � � 1=3.In the same way, we an get learning rates for the least-square loss, whih anbe arbitrarily lose to 12 when enough approximation order is assumed.When the distribution � satis�es some noise onditions, the learning rates an befurther improved.4.5. Noise onditions for lassi�ation algorithmsIn this subsetion we disuss some noise onditions. To demonstrate the main idea,we restrit our disussion to the hinge loss �(t) = maxf1� t; 0g.The lassial noise ondition is for stritly separable data.De�nition 39. We say that the probability distribution � is stritly separableby HK with margin � > 0 if there is some fsp 2 HK suh that kfspkK = 1 andyfsp(x) � � almost surely.The stritly separable ondition tells us thatR(f) = 0 and E�(f) = 0. By takingthe funtion fsp=� in the de�nition (19), we see that E�z (fz;�) + �kfz;�k2K � ��2 ,sine �(yfsp(x)=�) = 0 for almost every (x; y) 2 Z. It follows that kfz;�kK � 1�and E�z (fz;�) � ��2 . Thus we an apply the ratio probability inequality, Proposition26, with � = 1 to the funtion set B1=� to estimate the �rst term of the followingerror deomposition



280 Qiang Wu et al.R(sgn(fz;�)) � E�(fz;�) � E�(fz;�)� E�z (fz;�) + ��2 :For any 0 < Æ < 1, with on�dene 1� Æ we haveR(sgn(fz;�)) � 2"�(m; Æ) + 2��2 ;where "�(m; Æ) is the unique positive solution to the equationlogN (B1; �"4 )� 3m"128(1 + �=�) = log Æ:In partiular, if logN (B1; �) = O((log(1=�))p) for some p > 0, thenR(sgn(fz;�)) � e� (logm)pm log(2=Æ)�1 + 1��+ ��2� :A weaker separable ondition was introdued in [17℄ as follows.De�nition 40. We say that the probability distribution � is (weakly) separableby HK if there is some fsp 2 HK suh that kfspkK = 1 and yfsp(x) > 0 almostsurely. It has separation exponent � 2 (0;1℄ if there are positive onstants �; �suh that �X �x 2 X : jfsp(x)j < �t	 � �t�; 8t > 0:When � =1, this onept is redued to the stritly separable ondition.Take a regularizing funtion f� = (�=�) 12+��� �2+� fsp and onsider the errordeompositionE�(fz;�) + �kfz;�k2K � E�(fz;�)� E�z (fz;�) + E�z (f�)� E�(f�) + E�(f�) + �kf�k2K :We an apply the ratio probability inequality, Proposition 26, with � = 1 again tothe funtion set BR with R := 2(�=�) 12+��� �2+� +q 7 log(2=Æ)6m� . Then we know thatif logN (B1; �) = O((log(1=�))p) for some p > 0, then with on�dene 1� Æ,R(sgn(fz;�)) � e�m� �1+� (logm)p + log(2=Æ)m + � �2+�� :The previous two noise onditions are for deterministi distributions sineR(f) =0. Another noise ondition, de�ned in [73℄, is also for non-deterministi distribu-tions.De�nition 41. We say that the probability distribution � has Tsybakov's noiseexponent � 2 [0;1℄ if for some onstant � > 0,�X fx 2 X : jf�(x)j � �tg � t� ; 8t > 0:For some detailed disussions, see [67℄. The Tsybakov's noise ondition helpsimprove the varianing exponent � in (26). The following result an be found in[70℄. We give a simple proof in [80℄.



Learning Theory: from Regression to Classi�ation 281Theorem 42. If � has Tsybakov's noise exponent � 2 [0;1℄, then for every fun-tion f : X ! [�1; 1℄, (26) holds with � = ��+1 , M = 1 and C1 = 8�1=(2�)��=(�+1):Proof. Sine f(x) 2 [�1; 1℄, we have �(yf(x)) � �(yf(x)) = y(f(x) � f(x)). Itfollows thatE�(f)� E�(f) = ZX(f(x)� f(x))f�(x)d�X = ZX jf(x)� f(x)j jf�(x)jd�Xand Z ��(yf(x)) � �(yf(x))�2d� = ZX jf(x) � f(x)j2d�X :Let t > 0 and separate the domain X into two sets: X+t = fx 2 X : jf�(x)j >�tg and X�t = fx 2 X : jf�(x)j � �tg. On X+t we have jf(x) � f(x)j2 �2jf(x) � f(x)j jf�(x)j�t . On X�t we have jf(x) � f(x)j2 � 4. It follows from theTsybakov's noise ondition thatZX jf(x)�f(x)j2d�X � 2�E�(f)� E�(f)��t +4�X(X�t ) � 2�E�(f)� E�(f)��t +4t� :Choosing t = �(E�(f)� E�(f))=(2�)	1=(�+1) yields the desired bound.Theorem 42 together with Theorems 37 and 33 yields the following onvergenerate.Corollary 43. Let �(t) = maxf1�t; 0g. Assume (25) and (27) for some � 2 (0; 1℄.If � has Tsybakov's noise exponent � 2 [0;1℄, then for any � > 0 and 0 < Æ < 1,there is a onstant e independent on m suh that with on�dene 1� ÆR(sgn(fz;�))�R(f) � em��;where � := minn (�+1)��(�+2)+(�+1��)p=2 � �; 2��+1o :The rate derived in [87℄ is � = �1+� , at most 1=2 when � = 1. The rate in [70℄ is� = 4�(1+�)(1+�)(4+2�+p�)��. Corollary 43 improves these results beause of the projetionoperator. Another noise ondition an be found in [70℄[61℄.5. Further TopisLearning theory is a rapidly growing �eld. Many people are working on it, theoret-ially or pratially, from di�erent points of view. But there are still a lot of openareas. For some topis, even fundamental questions remain unsolved. In this survey,we only disuss the regularization approah. It works well with reproduing kernelHilbert spaes, for regression and lassi�ation. Let us briey mention some furtherresearh diretions involving regularization shemes.



282 Qiang Wu et al.(1) Feature seletion. One purpose is to understand strutures of high dimen-sional data. Topis inlude manifold learning (e.g. [8℄[53℄[27℄[18℄) and dimension-ality redution (see [32℄ and referenes therein). Another purpose is to determineimportant features (variables) of huge dimensional funtions. Two approahes are�lter method and wrapper method [37℄. There are some attempts to use regular-ization shemes like support vetor mahines for feature seletion, e.g. [33℄[34℄. Butnot so muh is known about feature seletion in general. See the speial issue [32℄.Reently, a least-square type algorithm for learning ovarianes via gradients wasintrodued in [50℄. It involves solving linear systems only and provides promisingresults for variable seletion in some appliations of gene expression analysis.(2) Multi-kernel regularization shemes. Let K� = fK� : � 2 �g be a set ofMerer kernels onX suh as Gaussian kernels with varianes �2 running over (0;1).The multi-kernel regularization sheme assoiated with K� is de�ned asfz;� = arg inf�2� inff2HK�� 1m mXi=1 V �yi; f(xi)�+ �kfk2K��:Here V : R2 ! R+ is a general loss funtion. This multi-kernel sheme is motivatedby reent work on learning algorithms with varying kernels. In [16℄ support vetormahines with multiple parameters are investigated. In [40℄[57℄ mixture densityestimation is onsidered and Gaussian kernels with variane �2 hanging on aninterval [�21 ; �22 ℄ with 0 < �1 < �2 < +1 are used for deriving bounds. Multi-tasklearning algorithms involve kernels from a onvex hull of several Merer kernels andspaes with hanging norms, e.g. [30℄[35℄. Learning kernel funtions is studied in[38℄[47℄. The existene of minimizers of the multi-kernel sheme has been veri�edfor onvex hulls of several kernels in [38℄[47℄, and for the ase when the set of kernelsis ompat with respet to a metri in � in [78℄, based on the dual formulation in[88℄. The error analysis of multi-kernel regularization sheme for lassi�ation withhas been done in [78℄.Problem 44. It would be desirable to have good algorithms for the multi-kernelregularization sheme.Another related lass of multi-kernel regularization shemes are those generatedby polynomial kernels fKd(x; y) = (1+x�y)dg with d 2 N, or in general dot produtkernels [54℄[42℄. In [92℄ we provide some onvergene rates in the univariate asen = 1 for the multi-kernel regularized lassi�ers generated by polynomial kernels.The method is Durrmeyer operators from approximation theory. But the situationin the multivariate ase is not so lear due to the diÆulty of bounding the RKHSnorm of the multivariate Durrmeyer operators.(3) Regularization with penalty funtionals other than kfk2K . One interestinglass deals with the KL-divergene or the entropy suh as the maximum entropydisrimination [36℄. The onvergene and error analysis is not so lear due to theompliated penalty funtional (whih is not symmetri). Another lass is the �-



Learning Theory: from Regression to Classi�ation 283SVM algorithms [60℄. In [80℄ we investigate the linear programming SVM. For thisalgorithm, the hypothesis spae depends on the sample z, whih makes the analysisdiÆult [77℄. We get some error bounds and show that the onvergene of thelinear programming SVM is not slower than the 1-norm soft margin SVM [80℄. Butit's unknown whether the onvergene of the linear programming SVM is atuallyfaster. Other regularization shemes inlude one-lass SVM [72℄ and learning ofvetor-valued funtions [46℄.(4) Online learning algorithms. These algorithms improve the eÆieny of learn-ing methods. The onvergene is investigated in [75℄[15℄, while the error with re-spet to the step size has been analyzed for the least-square regularized regressionin [63℄ and for regularized lassi�ation with a general lassifying loss in [84℄. Butthe analysis for online algorithms and related game theory problems needs furtherstudy.(5) Connetions to sampling theory and signal proessing. In many �elds likesampling theory, signal proessing, and inverse problems [29℄, the nodes x = fxigmi=1are deterministi and one needs to reover the funtion relation from values atthese nodes. So the regularization sheme has the same form, but only fyigmi=1 are(random) samples. Some error analysis is done in [65℄. In partiular, we onsiderthe following shemefz;� := arg minf2HK;t( 1m mXi=1(yi � f(xi))2 + �kfk2K) :Here t is a disrete subset of X and HK;t is the losed subspae of HK generatedby fKtgt2t. The onvergene of the above sheme for the ase when t � x is partof the random sample, by means of #t=m! 0 has not been investigated so far.Aknowledgment.This work is supported partially by the Researh Grants Coun-il of the Hong Kong [Projet No. CityU 1144/01P℄.Referenes1. Alon, N., Ben-David, S., Cesa-Bianhi, N. and Haussler, D., Sale-sensitivedimensions, uniform onvergene and learnability, J. ACM 44 (1997), 615{631.2. Anthony, M. and Bartlett, P. L., Neural Network Learning: Theoretial Founda-tions, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1999.3. Aronszajn, N., Theory of reproduing kernels, Trans. Amer. Math. So. 68(1950), 337{404.4. Barron, A. R., Complexity regularization with appliations to arti�ial neuralnetworks, in: Nonparametri Funtional Estimation (G. Roussa, Ed.), Kluwer,Dordreht, 1990, pp. 561{576.5. Bartlett, P. L., The sample omplexity of pattern lassi�ation with neuralnetworks: the size of the weights is more important than the size of the network,IEEE Trans. Information Theory 44 (1998), 525{536.
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